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*Abstract

in order to understand the process of reading, it is important to deter-,
mine how strings of letters are perceived. This study tests the hy-
pothesis that units of visual perception may include.pairs of letters and,
perhaps even high-frequency, monosyllabic trigrams (three-letter
sequences). Participants were asked to report the name(s) Of either
single letters or trigrarns. which were presented tachistoscopically.
The trigrams were of varying text frequency and had either one or two
syllables. Although letters were perceived more rapidly and.more
accurately than trigrams when the interval between stimulus and mask
onsets (stimulus onset asynchrony, or SOA) was longer (65 or 125 rnsec),
single letters were no more accurate nor faster than high-frequency
monosyllables at the briefest SOA (50 rnsec). These data are taken as
evidence that frequent, syllables can, under some circumstances, be
perceived as holistic units. t



SYLLABLES AS VISUAL UNITS IN LETTER-STRING PERCE7ION

Lesgold and.Frederick Dapnei

Learning Research and Development Center
. University of Pittsburgh

The question of how strings of letters, are perceived is important
for understanding the reading process. A variety of fecent studies
(see review in Massaro, 1975) have established that information about
orthographic structure exerts great influence on the perception of word-
like letter strings. There are two ways in whicli letter strings could
be perceived. First, it is possible that single letters are detected as
visual units after which a verbal processor translates the visiial units
into phonological units, such as syllables or vocalic center groups
(Hansen & Rodgers, 1968; Spoehr & Smith, 1973, 1975). Alternatively,

Lk. ,

there may be visual perception units involving more than one letter
',la. 'Taylor, & Choe, in press; Landauer, Didner, & Fowlkes, Note

I is report presents data supporting the hypothesis that units of
yis ,rception ;nay include pairs of letters and perhaps even high-
frequet. y;--rtionosyliabi trigrams.

Several experiments have addressed the hypolhesis and have re-
suited in claims that visual units of more than one letter are operating.
For exatnple. Taylor. Miller, and Juola (Note 2) have shown that
response time for same:different judgments of words is longer when
the words are printed in alternating upper-and lower case type (e.g.,

."WIsdOrrel. In particular, the more case alternatione, the slower the
response. Juola and his 'associates Vuola, Taylor, & Choe, in press)



have argued that rnultiletter strings rnust be the units of perception;
multiletter units are broken up bir the case alternation, and had single
letters been the relevant unit, there would have been no change in re-
sponse time with these alternations. This argument is not conclusive
since it is also possible that case alternations only affect the cluStering
of detected letters for purposes of verbal parsing atIthe syllable level.

In a siMilar study, Landauer et al. (Note 1) superimposed image-
degrading visual masks on some of the letters in four-letter words.
They found that degrading two nonadjacent letters was more destructive
to letter-identification than degrading two adjacent letters. From this
fact, they concluded that adjacent letters are recognized in parallel,,
whereas letters further apart are processed in serial order. This sug-

gests either that there are multiletter visual units of perception or that
part of a word (perhaps two adjacent letters) is visually processed in
parallel at the letter level (perhaps under the control of a verbal per-
ception unit) before the rest of the word is processed. Again, it is not
strong evidence for the existence of multiletter vi'sual units.

It is also important to note that demonstrations of differences in
perceptual efficiency for orthographically regular letter strings (th4e
obeying English spelling constraints) and.irregular letter strings do hot
prove that there are multiletter visual units. Such experiments (e.g.,
Baron & Thurston, 1973; Estes, 1975a; Giber, Pick, Osser, & I-Tam-
mond, 1962; Herrmann & Laughlin, 1973) show either that letter detec-
tion units are biased by visual information surrounding the letters on
whiCh they operate, or that verbal mnitiletter units exist, or (and only
perhaps) 'that there are znultiletter visual units.

One type of stronger evidence for the existence of multilettetvisual
units would be an interaction between the effect,t of a vartable assumed
to influence visual letter analysis and the effects of a variable assumed
to influence the verbal system. The method of Sternberg (1969) asserts

that two variables (e.g. Word freq.uency and image degradation) affect



independent stages of processing only if they exert additive effects on
processing time. If they interIct, then they must be influencing two
overlapping processing stages, or possibly one common corriplex s'tage.
This general paradigm has ren employed at least twice with respect to
the present question. Landauer et al. (Note 1) failed to find an inter-
action of word frequency with letter display degradation in a word report
'task. and Stanners, Jastrzembski, and Westbrook (1975) failed to find an

interaction of word frequency and stimulus degradation in a lexicality
judgment (Is it a word?) task.

buth,experiments stand as counterevidence for the hypotAesis that
words are always perceived as holistic units, but neither rules out the
possibility of subword, multiletter visual units. Wh4t we attempted to

demonstrate in the present study, using the same Sternberl paradigm
as the Landauer and Stanners groups, is that more than a single letter
can ser,:e as a unit of visual re-cognition. The task was to ,epot I the
name(s) of either one or three letters which were presented with a
tachistoscope.

We manipulated one variable 'that is tied to visual processing and
three variables that are tied to verbal processing. The visual variable
was the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) betweibri the letter display ancl

a very effective masking stimnlus. There were three verbal manipula-
tions: (a) either single letters or trigrams were presente(b) trigrams
were of high or low frequency, and (c) igrams had either one or two
vocalic centers (Hansen & R4gers, 196 ).

If the sole visual input o the verb 1 prossing system is the out-
.

put of a letter-by-letter recognitibm ocess, then the effects of the
visual variable and the various verb 1 manipulations shotild have been

additive. The present experiment was a test of this additivity.
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Method

Participants

Eighteen college studenta participated in this study as part of the
laboratory requirement for an introductory psychology course. Since

this study was initially concerned with individual differences in reading,
participants were selected for high or low verbal ability baaed on the
Datis Reading Teat. There were no differences between good and poor.
readers on any of ire- results reported.below. One subject was dropped

becausehe' had no correct reaetion times for some of the cells of the
design.

Materials and Apparatus .

All stimuli consisted of one. two or threA characters tirawn with
a Flair pen on 13 cm_ x I S cm index cards (thus they were of low con-
trast relative to stimuli made with darker press-on letters). The stimuli
were presented via a three-channel tachistoscope: All subtended a ver-
tical visual angle of .90 degrees. Horizontally, single letters subtended
.57 degrees, two-digit numbers subtended1.42 degrees, and tiigrams
subtended 2.25,degrees. To permit complete feature masking, we used
letters in the style Of Rumelhart and Siple (1974), and digits were com-
posed using the same line segments used for the letters. Luminance of
the stimulus, blank, and mask displays was 68 cd/m2. A small fixation
doss located in the center of the blank field. Themask consisted of
all 16 Rumelharit and Siple letter fragments in each of the three letter
positions for t14 trigram stimuli.

tour groups ot 14 trrgrams each were selected °which had either
high or low trigram frequency in running text (Underwood & Schulz,

1960), and one or two vocalic centers (Hansen & Rodgers, 1968; Spoehr

7
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& Smith. 1973).1 High-frequency trig rams had frequenciea greater than
250 with a mean of 465 for the'one- syllable stimuli and 464 for the two-
syllable stimuli. I,:iw-frequency trigramn had frequencies lens thanS0
with a mean of.S4 for 1.6th the one- and two-syllable s.amples. 'nie actual
trigrams presented anid their frequencies are listed in Table I. For each
of the four sets of trigrams, one-third of the trigram letters were ran-
domly chosen for the single-letter condition. v,

Design and Procedure

.There were three tasks for the participants. First, they had 27
repore trials on iwo1/4-digit numbers, using the gerTral procedures of
Spoehr and Smith (1973). This task is irrelevant to the present' study
except that it provided 32 warm-up trials with the apparatus. The

other two taska were single-letter reports and trigrarn reports.

.In all tasks, the following conditions held: (a) stimulus duration
was 25 msec; (b) mask duration was 206 meet; (c) the stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) between target and mask displays was systematically
varied; fend (d) a blank field was presented before, between, and after
the stimulus and mask displays. Art electronic ti;ner was started at the

1;.
onset of the stimcilus display and stopped when a voice key defected the
beginning of the participant's oral report of the stimulus. The response
time RT) that was recorded was the time (ton; the beginning of the stimu-
lus to the beginning of the report re:sponse. Accuracy refers to whether
or not the entire display.was correctly reported in correct order. The

participants were enc.ouraged to be accurate,and, given accuracy, as
fast as possible in responding.

lWhile our actual distinction was between one and two vocalic cen-
ters (Hansen & Rodgers, 1968), we have, to facilitate expoeition, re-
fered to our stimuli throughout this paper''as having either 'one or two
syllables:

5



I I Itil 11111% esonted er10 their lequency ki 111111111y loot

One Vocalic Center

Tt igr Frequetlfy

Hitt') F tertorocy4

Two- Vou Comets

Tr Itp ant F requency

Hi /3 ION 1310

ILL 518 11() 1025

Al 1 498 ATI /99

11C 481 ITV 358

AST 441 Nil 351

RES 446 ABL 311

TOR 431 ERI 300

EAT 307 TYl 295

ACT 320 Atil) 291

NEC 188 081 291

()El) 270 LLY 284

NAT 159 ICA 183

ISH 258 11 280

LES 255 NDE 253

Low Fre toency

ILL) 127 1AL 1

TIM 109 TIA 121

LOC 99 ALI 115

A TT 86 081. 71

AID 74 GME 60

OIS 053 LCO 53

RUC 50 ABA 52

GLY 48 NCI 44

APH 41 ANO 34

ETS 29 RCU 34

NAR 26 ECA 32

NOL 6 IFU

IRK 4 NGO 3

BEX BDO 1
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owl task. the letice recognition s.gtopiet eel the' study; con-
soded thteeirlibee kee it I trite. in a, h ret whiCh ciii ,O letter's wirre pre-
'rented (sepalately andomired tor CAI h rillhiltt 011 eae h Vach

blue k was'run with a diltereea OA, and assignment ot SW\ to blocks

was vatted over subje, tee ,ising ceftreereactive rows ot a Latin square tnr

each nelson in turn. Ihree SOAs were used; 'di fusee, I. msec, and
!Ilse( . Me orden ot events tor tin: letter recognition segment wan

.es follows' .'. minutes tor the- subject to examine a sample card with

example's 01 the 26 letters in the Mime lhart and Sip le lettering style,

warm nip Intake at rinser SOA. and then the 3 blocks of 51., letters

each.

The there! segment ot the study was trigrain recognition. The pro-

cedure- was identical to that ot letter recognition, except that 1`, warph-

up trials were used.

The study toot: two onr ho'ir sessions to run. Most participants

completed the numbers and two blocks of letters in one sessinn and the

third block of letters plus the trigrams in a second. The warm-up trials
were repeated at the start of the second session.

Letter Perception

Results

There were no significant differences-in report accuracy or RT
between letters sampled from the different trigram types. Consequently,

data from the four sets of 17tters were pooled. y'or each subject, report
accuracy was tabulated' for each of three SOAs. The mean tiroportions

correct were -70, .81, and .08 for respective SOAs of 50, 65%, and 125

msec. these means were significantly different, .'(2,32)' 10.6,

r . 000. Similar results were found with the RT for correct responses,
with mean (harmonic) response- timels of 618., 538:, and 483 msec,



t.ff t)P4 t {Vet*, :12-, 32-1 I 9.. tniu. lher, wet,. no ant 0.0

le trill 14 between good and iinot reader h, nor even a ?flight fiend toward

dilletence

Ti ram Pet ception
'

he mean pi oportiona or'rect and the mean correct response

timer .1 r nhown Ii TabIeri 2 and "I. Itenipon.le times for alatirticaI an:dy-

nes were obtained by I (Imputing. fin eacloaubiect for eacii.conillination

of Ii raiment leveln, the harmonic mean of the (orrect renponto laten-

cies. 'Mere were no diffetencea between good and poor readItt'-lt, P I.

A multivariate analyrits of 4ariance of 14T and accuracy alipWe41 signifi-

cant ecircts of SCA. number of syllable9, frequency (all pi. 0 (11), and

f )equency number of ryllililer, F( 2, 3 I) h. To further

charaGter)re the re:11111A, .4eparate univ.irrate atialyeN were then Con-

ducted.

I able

Wan l'rypOltilli Cori,11 011 I riqraol Fie( Lrti

00CA/cm:Mir. 0,5,

111qh I regileriLy ow F reouerlI

Two Vocalic Ce011,

11196 fletioency t lw I reqUflriFY

50 723 563 521 487

65 836 /44 706 .681

125 966 920 853 828

Wan 842 147 693 665
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i

V.111

61.1

1 VIM VIII 1011 I VIlte11.,

hilgh V low I /41.4.cy

66:1 1111)

600. 641

669 /

614 610

In the imivariate -analysis of the effects of SON, number of

syllables arid frequent y'were all significant (f < .001), but the inter-

action 01 number of syllables anti frequency was not, F I. This sug-

,gests that y and nut0lict syllal.les ....le additive.
However, the additive effect breaks down at 'the shortest (0 msec)

presentation times, since the simple interaction effect of number of

',syllables I requency at msec SOA is signif.icant, PO. I 4.64,

, 013,

In the accuracy analysis, the effects of SOA.` r'of syllables,
and frequency were significant. T, .00I, and the nter.actio of number

ot syllables with frequency was alini significant, F(1, 16) 6. 8, .018.

To assIcr,'Ttilt these effects were not due to differential propiar-

tions of w-,is r),Inlvords in the four tyigrani groups, we computed

latency arid accur ,tcy mea.sures for words vs. nonwords in each group.

Thereswere Jive words in the one-syllable high-freauency group, o

in the 'brie-syllable low-frequency group, and two in the high-freque

twosyllable grou/ri In no case
/

were the latency ;nd accuracy of words
.

significantly better or worse than for nonwords of the same class, nOr

was there any trend toward a difference. This doee not rule out a word

9
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In the imivariate 'analysis of the effects of SON, number of

syllables arid frequent y'were all significant (f ; .001), but the inter-

action 01 number of syllables and frequency was not, F I. This sug -

ate tits Ilci t.T. .11...11, of 1, y sod ionoloI ni nynal.ler. wet

However, the additive effect breaks down at 'the shortest (',0 msec)

presentation times, since the simple interaction effect of number of

syllables f requency at c.,() msec SOA is significant, 1-'0 4.64,

013.

In the ar curacy analysis, the effects of SOA.' rip( syllables,

and frequency were significant. and the nter'actio of nurer
ot syllables with Irrquiency was altui significant, 4i, 6. 8, . 018.

To as sor, 'Ttilt these effects were not due to differtntial prop'Or:

tions of nantvords in the four tyigram groups, we computed

latency and at-cur ,rcy ruca.sures for words vs. nonwords in each group.

Thereswere five words in the one-syllable high-freauency group, o

in thetbne-syllable low-frequency group, and two in the high-freque

twosyllable groulri In no case
/

were the latency Ind accuracy of words
.

significantly better or worse than for nonwords of the same class', nOr

was there any trend toward a difference. This does not rule out a word

9
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s'a.Pvs. nonworrkeffect, but it does show that our,4061ts. a
\ '

a difference.

.r.

ue tR h't
71,1,.11ti

!O.

Comparisons of Single-Letter and Trigram,Data

It is important to remember that trigram accura is measured in

te.rms Of the complete report of all three trigram letter The accuracy

data for letters. and trigrams can be compared b'5).' exlm-fining )31.,sot 1.., .
e j tf

As can be seen in the figure, aCcuracy an high-frequency single-syllable
trigrarns is about the same as for le letters. Under the slowest

istimulus con..,aion = 50 msec), trigram(one-syllable high-frequency)
accuracy is slightly above letter accuracy, and in the other two conditions

it is slightly below.

E'igure Z shows latencies for correct.trigram and letter tasks.
Here the letter and one-syllable high-frequency trigram data show a dif-

s

ferent pattern. Comparing letter RT and trigram RT, we can conclude,
-

since accuracy was equal, that there is an interactiOn between number
of letters,1344g reported, a "verbal" variable, and SOA, a varia-

-V,4:"ble.

Discussion

The two findings of gfeatest.interest are (a) the comparison be-
tween the letter data and that for high-frequency monosyllables, and
(b) the interaction between triiram type and SOA. As SOA, and there-
fore the time for which iconic information is available, decreases,, the
letter and frequent monosyllable reaction times converge while accuracy

stays constant. This is exactly the type of interaction which Sternberg's
(1969) method would take as a rejection of the hypothis that visual
quality and number of lette-rs affect independent stag'e in the perception-

and- report process. Also, as SdA decreaee7, the additive effect of

° frequency and number of syllables in both the accuracy and sfreed meas-

ures of the trtgram task seems to break down. Wwill conlider the

_10
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one syllable

Hi Lo
Freq.

'`
Figure..1. Accuracy m Inner and trigram tasks with predicte accuracy superimposed.
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Figure 2. Response times for letter and trigram tasks.
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implications of these two finings in terms of the units which can be
in the processing.of letter strings.

Theoretically, unitization can occur at either a perceptual level
or at a level closer to the response side of the process. A number of

eseai chers have pointeXout this distinction (e.g., Estes, 1975a, 1975b;
Healy, 1976; Johnson, 1975), and th.ere are competing unitization models
available (erg., Gibson et al., 1962, ys. Spoehr & Smith, 1975). While

many models have been posed as hierarchies of pattern units (Estes,
1975a: Johnson, 1975; Lakerge & Sarnuelsk1974), it may also he useful
io think of visUal and narne codes, pelhaps at several different levels;
which can ariseindependently or:with dependenCe that is a functionof
the specific circumstances (Posner, 1969, has this type of
view).

7
With respect to the task we, used, two basi letvels at which unitiza'r

tion'migh244e occurred are the leyel of viszal erception and the level:'
of stimulus naming. At the visual level, one ca conceive of a hieiarchr
of detection in which the (perhaps unnamed) Out t of lettpr analyzers is
input to syllable (or other higher-level) analyzer . The alternative pos-
sibility isithafthere is direct input of Subletter f atures to a higher-level
analyzer. The SOA number-of-letters interact on ?suggests that the
latter is occurring since-high-frequency monosyl ablvs were reported
as rapidly as single letters at the shortest BOA. This indicates that
when the visual signal is reduced, trigrams can b perceived in the
same number of steps as single letters, which, in turn, suggests that
visual units of rnore than a single lettei exist. Th fact that the letter
times converge, at short SOA, with only the high-trequency monOsyllable
times suggests that'these visual units are.at a level corresponding to
syllables. It is important to note that our results may show unitization
at the syllable level iather than the word level only because we used
short, generally nonword, strings. 4

13
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We next consider the SOA trigrarn-type interaction. H re we
find evidence consistent with unitization at a verbal. level. Wi the ex-

'ception of the shortest SOA, a rather.simple model will fit the data.
Let .us 'assume. sinCe the task is letter-by-letter full report, that sub-
jects^try to perceive, keep track of, and produce each letter separately.

Further, let us assume that at a given SOA, the probability that this
separatist strategy Will succeed is p.. Wit probability 1 - p., the
independent-processing will be inadequate. oweveNt we suggest-that

if thetrigram is frequent (as represented parargeter.b) and of one-
-

syllable (rpresented by a, the probabiriy of th*.t'rigrarn's letters being
. C. -

representable by.a single phonylogica or name eode)., then a correct
response may still occur. Thus P, te probability of.carreqt respond-

,
ing can be eicpressed as:

P p. + (1 - (a + b)

With po = . 45, .67, and .85 for the three SOA conditions, - . 28; and

b .18, this model fits the accuracy data more or less (allowing (Or
ceiling effects), as shown in Figure 1.

However, there is still the differential latencY data ta;account for.
Here the syllable and frequency effects are additive at the longer SOAs,

but at SOA = 50 msec, there are two levels of RT: High-frequency mono-
syllables were_at one level and the other three conditions were equal and

slower. This suggests that the model of initial letter perception followed
by pbssible intervention of higher-order verbal units breaks down at

short SOA. One plausible description i5 that 4isual unitizationgeffects
in a letter-string report task will be seen only when visual input is so
limited that the probability of multiletter unit detection is much greater
than the joint Probability of all- letters being detected separately. When
visual input is better in a letter report task, perception will4it at the
letter leAlliwwith some possibility of unitization effects of a verbal nature.

17
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s In this regard, it is intereking to Compare thedemands of our
full report task to those of a forced-choice recognition of only one letter

.. from a string. In the lattercase Johnson (1975) notes that as the visual/
, signal-d,esteriorates, it beComes Ittss rt(liable to recogn ze die strirtg ae`a\

unit And thekltecide j.E it contained Pgiven letter than t is Co operate from
the outset at the letter level. In our full report task, the opposite, is the

if ,rcase,. All positions, not ;just one, must be attendvi. Therefdle, it is
better tocre tite limited tim:!: thA,the icon is available at short S fer
a holistic perceptual detection' effort.

We suggest then' that all chains of ev !-,:letter or group per
tion followed by letter or group processing--are possibie, with tie'natte
of the task and stimuli As well as the quality of the visual signal medi4ing
which chains of *vents are most prohable.

Finally, we note that_our use of masking and SOA control to vary
,

visual quality may be crucial to our r.4ts. Such manipulations limit
c!r,how longa Thkhe visUal information is available. e pro edures of Landauer

et al. (Note 1) and Stanners et al. (1975) failed to find e4dsual-verbal"
interaction demonstrated innthe present study. However, they used words4

rather than subword strings and used degradation of the display rather
than masking. The latter difference may be crucial to understanding why

..

they found no interaction. At any rate, our results provide strohg sup-
port for ttie nOtion that visual units exist at the syllable level.

18
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